COMMON FLAX, UNCOMMONLY USEFUL

– Bleaching uses a lot of energy, it is better to use the unbleached
linen until it fades and bleaches naturally, she maintains.
Her aims with the unbleached linen coincided with a sign of
the times: unbleached linen was in at the end of the 80s.
– That was really fortunate, she commented, otherwise it might
not have been possible to have so much unbleached linen woven
up at the point Växbo Lin started. If it had been later, when everybody wanted colour and light, it would have been harder going.
now, in 2010, she wants to return to that unbleached linen again
in her work. That’s where linen’s character comes out the best,
she feels.
– Linen has amazing properties. When mangled, the fabric gets
this fantastic lustre and heavy drape. There is nothing to beat it.

What was it like, making the no-mangle tablecloth?
– I was not sure how it would work out, and felt it was a shame
to lose out on that quality you get from mangling. To be fair, not
everybody does mangle their tablecloths. I realized a lot of people
don’t dare buy a linen tablecloth out of fear they can’t look after
it. So in that situation it would be better to make one which
looks lovely even without mangling.
– I’m really pleased about it now, I think it works. And if you
do want to mangle it, you can!
How do you see the future?
– I think the huge interest there is in linen will stay. What is
a matter of concern is growing it. It is a very labour intensive
process, and that boils down to there being people who want to
carry on cultivating it.

WARPING UP LINEN:

Ingela Berntsson shares her way of warping up linen.

Use the outermost pegs so there is plenty of warp yarn for
the raddling/pre-sleying.

... and under when going down. NB! Do not cross the threads.
Do not warp up more than 50 cm of the weaving width at any
one time. For wider weaves, make several warps.

Make the whole warp on the same day.
Tie the warp off firmly.

Make ties at the half-way point between the struts and then
if several warps are to be beamed together, it is easier to
check that they are being beamed evenly.
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Use two strands and keep the thread taut. Lay each new
thread above the rest of the warp when going up
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